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This expanding four in one pattern is the start of a coif. Keep adding 

rings until it is the diameter of your head and then join on some four 

in one maille pieces to cover the back and sides of your head. Below 

the chin can be joined square or in a deep V. Once you have enough 

to reach the bottom of your neck start expanding again so that it sits 

nicely out to the edge of your shoulders. 

Total rings: 1 x 10mm rings 

         102 x 8mm rings 



Making A Chain Maille  

Drink Coaster 

Expanding Four in One Pattern 

 
With two sets of pliers close 6 8mm rings. Then take the 

10mm ring and thread the 6 rings onto it then close it. 

Note: the center ring of a different size is to help in working 

out which is the center ring. Until the second row is attached 

the piece will look like a mess. If the center ring is larger than 

10mm then it will also be difficult because the 8mm rings can 

fit through it and tangle themselves up. 

 
Now take 6 rings and join them each onto two of the existing 

rings as shown. 

 
Take 6 more rings and infill them—each onto one ring. 

 
 

Now take 12 rings and join them each onto two of the existing 

rings as shown. 

 
Now take 12 rings and join them each onto two of the existing 

rings as shown. 

 
Take 12 more rings and infill them—each onto one ring. 

 
 

Now take 24 rings and join them each onto two of the 

existing rings as shown. 

 
 

Now take 24 rings and join them each onto two of the 

existing rings as shown. 

 
Total rings: 1 x 10mm rings 

         102 x 8mm rings 


